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Editor’s bit...
Sadly, very little, if any, caving is going on at the moment as mixing with other people is becoming
difficult again with cases of COVID 19 on the rise.
However, I’ve been sent a surprising amount of material for this particular newsletter, so thanks to
Simon Brooks, Pete Wagstaff and Phil Wall for their offerings.
At the moment I’d be grateful for write-ups of walks and any other activities that you’ve been
enjoying during these interesting times to keep yourselves entertained. Thank goodness we had good
weather this spring/summer.
Karen
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CHRIS BARRATT
Earlier this week I received the sad news that Chris Barratt
passed away in early November. Chris had been a member of
the club for many years and will be missed by many.

If anyone would like to send me their memories of Chris, I
would be happy to publish them in the next newsletter.

UPDATE FROM THE HUT WARDEN
OCC Cottage Kitchen Improvements

Expedition to find the 50 year old working
fire grate

To facilitate cleaning this area during the virus we have
removed a large amount of ‘clutter’ from the surfaces within
the kitchen. All the crockery (plates, bowls, cups) and larger
items of cutlery are now in a large cupboard (thanks to Simon
Brooks) in the pot boiler room. All the loose condiment jars
are either in the common cupboard above the new cooker or in
the upper microwave (pending finding a small cupboard).
This microwave is unplugged and too full to use anyway.
The central worktop has now been coated in stainless steel
with the old bottle top opener (thanks to Bell for supply of
materials, measuring and installing) and successfully tested
(thanks to Boo).
Three new fridges have been purchased, unfortunately we
could not find self-cleaning models.

When Rod Adams said he had seen an old fire grate in his
cellar that would probably fit one of the fireplaces at the OCC
cottage, I had my doubts and I thought that finding it would
involve an expedition that could take some time. However
within only 5 days he had excavated an International
Combustion apprentice tool box (still full of useful tools), an
Austin A40 gearbox (still damaged), a complete Mercian bike
with a cracked downtube (completely separated) and a
collection of other useful stuff, on his way to his goal.
Thankfully the Mini Cooper S engine had been sold years
previously.
From the attached photos (see page 13) you can see the still
shiny front opening plate on the three piece fire grate and the
pleasure on Rod’s face that something hoarded from the 70s
had saved the OCC some money. As he passed the goods over
and I installed it in the lounge at the OCC Cottage he wanted
an assurance that this donation would be treated with respect
and expected several years more life out it. I offered to write a
users’ manual but Rod used too many expletives and threats of
retribution if it was not treated with respect.
Other pictures (also on page 13) show the remains of Paul
Thorne’s first design and build of a fire grate, which sadly
only lasted 8 months due to rapid wear. It is suspected that
this may have been caused by the continuous burning of the
fire without clearing the ash from below. Hopefully the new
grate, design 2, which is made of 25mm thick bar will last for
two years.
ALL USERS BE WARNED!!
Pete Wagstaff

Improvements to the OCC Cottage Dorms
Over the last four months [April-July] we have cleaned all the
mattress covers in the visitors’ dorm and Jenny has purchased
new covers for the mattresses in the members’ dorm, with
spare covers to allow us to do instant cleaning changeovers.
These spares are in a sealed box in the cupboard next to the
members’ dorm (behind the vacuum cleaners).
Pillowcases are in a box mounted on the first bunk on the right
in the visitors dorm and a pillowcase must be used by each
individual for their stay and then on departure put in the lower
‘used’ pillowcase box underneath the ‘clean’ pillowcase box.
See photos on page 10.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE/DERBYSHIRE WALK
stile for the start of the walk. The footpath goes under the
Nottingham railway line. This is the Trowell to Radford loop
built by the Midland Railway in 1875 Ilkeston history, Notts
heritage gateway. The footpath went along the edge of a small
field and onto a bridge over the river Erewash crossing the
border into Derbyshire. Next was the footbridge over the
Derby to Sheffield railway line, first opening in 1840.
Stepping down off the bridge straight onto the towpath of the
Erewash canal at lock 66, Hallam fields lock. Completed in
1779, the canal joined the Derbyshire coalfields with the river

An evening walk on the Nottinghamshire/
Derbyshire border – Tuesday, 14 July 2020
I found this short walk in a Pub walks booklet. Still not keen
to travel far in post lockdown this one looked interesting and
took in an area I'm not familiar with, except when I have
driven past it.
June and I had early tea and drove to the Festival Inn at
Trowell. It had just opened after the full COVID lockdown so
we parked in the next street. Across the road, the A609, is the
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Trent. In the first half mile of the walk we had traversed
nearly 100 years of transport infrastructure, unless people used
coracles on the river Erewash before that.
The next 2 miles was a gentle walk along the canal towpath. It
was a lovely evening and we met many families and a few
cyclists.
Bridge 17 carries the A609 to Ilkeston and
immediately on the other side is Gallows lock no. 67 and
Gallows Inn, a spot where gallows reputedly stood in the 17th
century.
We continued along the towpath, with the railway not far
away on our right, the West Hallam playing fields and at one
point the yard for Dry-pak. A name familiar to me from the
80s when, on an expedition, the main food source was army
ration packs. The salt in each pack was supplied in plastic
bottles packaged by the very same company. I still have a
couple of bottles in my cupboard!
The next waymark for the walk was Bridge 19 where we left
the canal. Taking the path towards Cossall we re-crossed the
river Erewash and another footbridge over the railway. From
the bridge we could just see the new station at Ilkeston which
was opened in 2017, the first time the town has had a station
since 1964. This was the start of Hall Lane. Halfway along
Hall Lane we crossed the abandoned Nottingham Canal. More
of this later in the walk.
We stopped at Cossall St Catherine Church to see the war
memorial and the Waterloo memorial. Two men from the
village fought in the battle of Waterloo, one died and the other
survived, returning to live in the village. Cossall has
connections with D H Lawrence. A number of the residents
featured as characters in his books. The alms houses still
remain in the village.

Leaving the village on a footpath across horse paddocks, we
crossed Hall Lane and into a hay meadow. Great views west
across the valley to Ilkeston church tower jutting up above the
skyline. To the east, fields and hedges looking much as they
may have done for hundreds of years. No pylons or industrial
chimneys. Our bucolic bubble burst when, through a gap in
the trees, we spotted cars and lorries speeding along the M1.
At the far side of the hay meadow we joined the Nottingham
Canal. Completed in 1796 it linked the river Trent to Langley
Mill. The 14 mile route left the Trent just downstream of
Trent bridge passing to the south of the city centre. At Lenton,
the Beeston cut carried on to re-join the River Trent and is still
navigable. The main route climbed through 17 locks to the
Great Northern Basin at Langley Mill gaining access to the
Erewash and the Cromford Canals. The canal is no longer
navigable with various sections filled in.
After about ¼ mile is the junction with the Robinnettes arm of
the canal. A short cul-de-sac leading to brickyard plantation,
perhaps indicating the industry it once serviced.
This section of the Nottingham Canal contours high above the
valley floor and still has water. It's quite a haven for wildlife.
At one point we watched a yellowhammer singing in top of a
hawthorn tree (see page 23).
This section has a couple of car parks. Beyond the second car
park the canal was filled in with an odd arrangement where the
footpath split to form parallel public footpaths each side of the
route of the canal. We left the canal where it passed under the
A609 to walk the last section on the road back to the car.
5 miles, 2½ hours, partly sunny 15°C.
Phil Wall

MORE MEMORIES OF HUBERT HARRISON
[Apologies, Jenny, I missed this one. Ed]
I knew Hubert from way back when I first became involved
with Orpheus in 1964 and he was on the first Arctic Norway
holiday/expedition, which Boyd organised in 1965. We
followed his vehicle about a day behind along the only main
road running north in Norway and, at the time, tourists were
pretty scarce and the unsurfaced roads very slow so little boys
used to hang around in settlements flagging down foreign cars
to get autographs. When they flagged down our van we
always found weird entries that Hubert had written the day
before (knowing that the kids would not read English, he’d
allowed himself to go a bit OTT) so we found autographs for
“Hubertus Harrisone” and similar things.
The Orpheus contingent all got together a few miles south of
the Arctic Circle and camped at an official Norwegian
campsite, Krokkstrand, on the site of an old POW camp where
Russian prisoners had been kept while they were building the
railway north to Bodo for the German occupiers. Groins was
there as well and travelling with him in his van were Roy and
Maggie (who later, of course, became an item) - we had a

great time and found quite a few new caves in the area. The
big disappointment was the beer - you couldn’t buy alcohol in
Norway other than at special government shops and you
couldn’t buy it at all unless you were at least 25 years old. But
the local cafe next to the campsite sold what we christened
“lager-oil", which was an incredibly weak lager-type bottled
beer which was about 0.05% proof (it was actually called
Lager Øl, as Øl is the Norwegian version of ale), so we spent
evenings in the cafe with Groins and Hubert playing their
guitars and singing caving songs, much to the amusement of
the local Norwegians.
Hubert wrote me a really nice and comforting letter after Boyd
died, though neither of us had seen him for years. I was so
grateful to him for taking the trouble to write to me but he said
in his letter then that he wasn’t well and was struggling a bit.
I have this sort of vision of the Pearly Gates and Hubert
striding in to join Groins, Spud and all his other friends and
livening the place up a bit with a caving sing-song.
Jenny
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A BLAST FROM THE PAST – 1990s
We had an easy day on the Sunday, so Monday we started on
some caving trips, as they were not very long but challenging,
with some active streamways and diving potential. I can
remember one of the caves was called the Rabbit Run/Warren
as it went under the Grampian Hut, you could hear people
underground from inside the hut.
There is also some of the best walking in Scotland. I can
especially remember one walk I did with Boyd, which was a
coastal/inland walk around Cape Wrath. Jenny took us in the
Landrover and I think she went birdwatching. We had a very
good walk and at one point on the coastal path we stopped for
a break, looking out to sea. Boyd said "look there's a storm
brewing at sea". It was quite spectacular and we watched it
build up and make its way towards us. Before we knew it, it
was on us and we both got soaked, never had a chance to put
waterproofs on! We continued our way back to the car park to
find Jenny waiting for us. Above all, it was a good day.
The Inchnadamph Hotel did some good food and beer, which
we all enjoyed occasionally, and a good week was had by all.
Roll on the next Grampian trip. We left early Saturday
morning and got back into Derby for last orders, as it was
10:30 closing back in those days.
Mick Hogg

Caves of Assynt - Grampian May 199?
From what I can remember - as it was a long time ago! - it was
Spring Bank Holiday, May 199?. We hired a minibus from
Derby, staying at the OCC cottages on the Friday night, for an
early start on Saturday morning. We had removed some seats
to make room for tackle and personal luggage.
Leaving the cottages, taking turns to drive was Bell, John Hall,
Mick Phipps, Sue Latham, Coke (and Steve Tucker, I think).
Simon [Brooks] made his own way as he had diving
equipment and two more made their own way - I can't
remember names as they were new members - also Jenny &
Boyd, who had a white long-wheel-based Landrover.
Apologies if I have forgotten anyone.
A few stops along the way, we got to Beatock Summit, where
we had some sort of breakdown. We had to wait for the AA,
but after two hours we were on our way, stopping at Ullapool
for some shopping, then finally arriving at the Grampian Hut.
Some camped, some were inside and I remember we had some
good weather.
I can remember there was a small organ in one corner and lots
of sheep roaming about outside, so it was difficult finding the
cleanest spot for camping.

BULL PIT DIG
and photogenic site in summer, especially when the evening
sunlight filters down through the trees. In the winter it’s a
somewhat different story albeit that once you are down in the
base of the hole you are somewhat sheltered from the worst
that the Derbyshire weather can throw at you.

OR... on any Wednesday Evening (well until
COVID-19 arrived that was!!!)
AKA Digging at Bull Pit, Perryfoot, Derbyshire
For the last couple of years, or maybe a bit less, I have been
absent from some of the Orpheus digs, particularly those that
meet on a Wednesday evening. The reason for this is that my
interest has been drawn to one particular dig in the Peak
District (Bull Pit) that occupies time on a Wednesday evening.
That was of course until COVID-19 came along …

Background/History – surely something this large
cannot have gone unnoticed?
Well, generally asking around the more senior peak district
caving fraternity and a general dig (sic) around in caving
archives, Eddie Mason (TSG) and Nick Williams (GSG and
TSG) identified at least two or three somewhat serious
attempts at extending Bull Pit. All of which seem to have
been started with great gusto and enthusiasm and then aborted.
Rather unusually there seems to be minimal written reports of
digging activities or progress, a report in the Stockport
Potholers & Climbing Club’s Newsletter. Dated Jan - June
1953, its states: “Bull Pit gradually became a tedious and
uninspiring job”. Followed by “Bull Pit was forsaken to
enable work and exploration on the Cockshead Mine system,
approximately 200 yards away across the road, where the
Stockport Potholers report they did some excellent work!

Location – where it’s to be found
Just south of the line of swallets ranging from P0 near
Sparrowpit to P13 [see map on page 16], and a short distance
from Winnats Head, lies one of Derbyshire’s largest natural
shakeholes. Although positioned close to Eldon Hill Quarry,
and a mere 250 feet from the main Castleton to Sparrowpit
road, it is well hidden from view by the ring of trees growing
around its perimeter. Could this be the ‘lost Derbyshire
Zariba’?... anyway I digress. On entering the trees the intrepid
explorer quickly gets to the edge of a deep, dark and quite
stunning hole. No not a Hobbit Hole as you might be thinking
but Bull Pit. This is arguably one of Derbyshire’s most
spectacular shakeholes, measuring roughly 24m (80’) by 36m
(120’) at the lip, running in a N-S direction on its long axis
and then closing down to an area of some 10m (30’) square at
its base some 24m (80’) below the lip. Although a little eerie
when looking up from below, it does become a very beautiful

The next report occurred in 1963, submitted by Geoff Blair of
the now-disbanded North West Pothole Club who, along with
Keith Drewitt and others, started digging at the exact same
position where the present dig is sinking a shaft. The North
West Pothole Club were apparently attracted by the same
6

strong draught issuing from the northwest corner in the base of
the depression that was also noted many years later by Dave
(Moose) Nixon in 2010. However, after digging down a mere
1.2 meters (4 feet) they also abandoned Bull Pit. As Geoff
Blair wrote... “We were digging in the far left hand corner, but
being young, inexperienced and not having the right
equipment and funds to hand as we have today, we had to
abandon it, although thinking it had a lot of potential”.

This passage is roomy, with stooping necessary to enable
entry, and after only 7m (20’) it comes to a dead-end. It is
trending directly south towards the road and the Perryfoot
Rake a hundred meters or so away. Literature searches and
generally asking around have found no information regarding
the creation of the passage or its history. The roof-shoring is
comprised of numerous cut lengths of telegraph poles, which
possibly limits the age of the excavation. There is no mention
of this passage in either the Caves of Derbyshire or the later
Caves of the Peak District, further adding to its mystery.

Following the activities in the 50s and 60s it seems that Bull
Pit once again lay undisturbed for many years until a further
spate of digging was undertaken by the Pegasus Caving Club
in the 1970s. We are not really sure what progress the
Pegasus made as speaking to some of their ex members who
were active at that time gets the same response, basically
“Hmmm, I can’t really remember exactly what we did that far
back”. However from the old Pegasus logbooks the following
trips are recorded.

From the 1970s onwards more years passed until a visit was
made to Bull Pit by Dave (“Moose”) Nixon and Tim Horne on
New Year’s Day 2010. The thick covering of snow in the area
made it an ideal day for looking for ‘blow holes’, but not quite
so good for making an easy entry and particularly an exit from
the steep slope that offers access on the south side of Bull Pit.
After a good poke around and moving the odd boulder here
and there they concluded that there’s obviously far more to the
Bull Pit than first meets the eye. Particularly when taking into
account the large mineral vein running through it and its
proximity to the current downstream end of P8. Regarding
digging they noted an area on the NW side at the base of the
shakehole which was draughting quite well and would be
worth a closer investigation. This being one of the locations
that the North West Pothole Club had taken a brief look at in
1963.

“April 5th 1975 BULL PIT - Mac, Phil, Vic, Ros, Bruce,
Steve + an Orpheus hairy freak (Kevin somebody), banging
during opening hours. Good results (+de-feathered bird)”.
“April 13th 1975 BULL PIT - Cheg + Phil, digging Badger
Passage. About 3 ft. Getting tight again but we're almost in
the chamber.
However, the Caves of the Peak District contains a very
interesting reference to Bull Pit, which reads as follows:
“Bull Pit - A deep open pothole choked at the bottom with
large boulders. Easy scramble down south east side. Various
digs in the bottom. Shaft No.1 is 20ft (6m) deep, then 30ft
(9m) crawl in a side passage to chamber. Downward passage
and 20ft (6m) pitch leads to second chamber. Passage over
leads to T-junction and left is over jagged rocks to a third
chamber containing a stream. Other passage leads back to
entrance pitch through natural and mined passages. Digging
now abandoned and shaft hidden”.

Recent digging activities – how to amuse yourself on
any Wednesday evening
In the spring of 2011, Nick Williams and Eddie Mason gave
up on working at Little Bull Pit (P6). Although this dig was
still good and viable, it needed more than two people to work
the dig due to the haulage involved in getting dig spoil to the
surface. New recruits came once and then were never seen
again most possibly due to the fact that the dig was, putting it
mildly, very wet, mud-filled and needed some tight crawling
to get to the working face. As a consequence they turned their
attentions to Bull Pit proper, as in early phase of digging it
could be easily worked by two people and as with Little Bull
Pit a good pub was not far away.

Today all that seems to remain as evidence of the above
activities are what looks like two abandoned digs at the base
of the shake hole. Located opposite one another, at about 7m
(25’) apart, these now largely filled in/collapsed shafts (digs)
are no more than 2 to 3m deep and are most likely the
Stockport P & CC digs from the early 1950s and the Pegasus
dig of the 1970s. It could be that Badger Passage Crawl and
Chamber referred to in the Pegasus records are the passage
and chamber at the base of No 1 shaft. Regarding the, what
seems quite extensive and more interesting series of passages
and chambers at the base of No 2 shaft, there is currently little
evidence nor record. Suffice to say the reports must have
come from somewhere to end up in the COPD. The
description appeared in the 1964 edition of ‘The Caves of
Derbyshire’ (T D Ford et al) which would suggest it was
recording the findings of the Stockport Potholers & Climbing
Club. However, no records nor reference have been brought
to our attention so far and the description from 1964 has
passed on into the subsequent editions of the COPD and
remained unaltered, no doubt to preserve the records and
maybe to inspire others to dig in the future.

So in August of 2011, Nick and Eddie accompanied by Dave
Clucas went to check out Bull Pit to figure out the best
approach in tackling the problem of where to start in this
rather large shakehole. Taking heed of the observations made
by Moose and Tim regarding a draughting area in the
northwest corner their attention was drawn to that point where
there was a gap between a large boulder and the western wall
of the doline and this is where they chose to start and the
current dig commenced.
In 2013, Eddie and Nick were joined by Graham (‘Grum’)
Wolstencroft, who was not only a welcome extra pair of
hands, but also brought along technology, in the form of an
electric winch driven by a 24V wheelchair motor, and
powered by portable batteries. This greatly improved the
speed and safety of spoil removal, but made it imperative that
the dig went vertically downwards as any lateral variations in
the excavated shaft would invariably cause problems. After a
couple of incidents which resulted in the winch cable
snapping, fortunately when the loaded kibble was only a meter
or so above the floor rather than in the shaft many meters

Halfway down the entrance slope on the southern side of the
shakehole there is a small platform, probably created by spoil
coming from a curious square-section and apparently mined
passage immediately on the left (west) side of the shakehole.
7

above the diggers, it was decided to change from 3mm
stainless cable to a 4mm galvanised wire cable.

and very speedily if you are not paying attention, to the top of
the dug shaft. Due to shoring being constantly required on
three sides, the consumption of scaffolding poles and clips as
the dig progressed steadily downwards was significant. In the
early days scaffolding was scarce and hard to come by so in
the top sections of the dig there are some boulders which are a
little less well supported than may be desirable. As always in
these situations care is required when climbing or working in
the shaft. To complement the dig’s appetite for scaffolding
and shoring is an ever growing, and not insignificant pile of
largely rocks and some mud extracted weekly from the dig
that is steadily growing in the base of the Bull Pit. Due to the
shakeholes sheer size there is virtually no chance of running
out of tipping space and as the debris pile is slowly colonised
by indigenous moss’s and ferns it does not look too bad either.

I was invited to join the digging team in 2014 attracted by its
potential, the convivial nature of the digging crew, the fact that
it lies only 10 mins drive from home and that following each
digging session there is a significant ‘post dig planning
meeting’ that takes place in the Wanted Inn nearby.
In 2015 the regular digging team has been augmented by the
OCC’s Kev Drakeley and Bob Hetherington from the TSG
(like Grum, both graduates of the Titan shaft dig) giving
enough hands to guide the rope to and from the dig face as
well as load and unload kibbles at the surface. Not long after
this Jeff Wade and Joe Buck joined the regular digging team
adding some extra enthusiasm and muscle and bringing the
average age of the digging team down somewhat.

Digging progressed steadily downwards following the NW
wall with scaffolding and wood shoring being installed on the
other three sides each step of the way. In July 2014 at about
10 metres from the surface, a breakthrough into a chamber on
the north side of the shaft gave a short diversion from the
downwards trend. The chamber is a vein cavity with the far
wall consisting of flowstone-consolidated blocks replacing the
vein and interestingly a small hole among the blocks at around
head height from which emanates a draught.

Digging at Bull Pit by comparison with many digs in
Derbyshire is rather civilised. Assembling around 8pm,
vehicles, mostly Landrovers, or a derivative of (as virtually
everyone in the digging team seems to own one!), are parked
on the verge by the side of the road and a short 40m walk
across the field to the trees leads to the shakehole. From here
access to the bottom of the pit can be a little tricky, especially
in winter, as the steep muddy slope on the Southern side
becomes quite treacherous. To make the journey safer whilst
carrying heavy loads and particularly on the way out when
diggers are a little more tired after a good digging session,
hand lines have been placed from the lip to within a few
meters of the base of the shakehole. Despite this caution is
still needed as the hand lines themselves have become coated
in mud, especially if you are the third or fourth person down
and in freezing condition they also get iced, both of which
make the grip quite abysmal. As one of the digging team was
heard to say on a cold wintery Wednesday... “Bloody Hell that
rope was slippery – you know there’s only one thing I grip
tighter!!!”

Just below this far wall and forming the floor at this point is
the actual vein which has been eroded on each side, forming a
rib showing the vein in its entirety comprising mainly of
banded calcite with a little fluorspar, and having a maximum
width of 150mm. Just prior to the vein exposure, closer to the
shaft, and mixed in amongst small boulders, were found many
deer and horse bones including jaw, antler, rib and leg.
Unfortunately the best jawbone sample was removed by some
nefarious visitor(s) to the dig and judging by the difficulty in
reaching these remains, the person/people involved must have
been competent but not responsible and hopefully not cavers.
Fortunately we had taken photographic records of the bones.

There then follows a couple of hours digging with regulars on
the digging team taking up their usual positions in and above
the dig. I usually stay on the surface emptying the kibbles as
they come to the surface and cutting scaffold poles to the
required length as ordered from those at the dig face. Bob
operates the winch whilst Nick is either on the surface or at the
ledge at -14m working the comms. Grum, Eddie and Kev, Joe
and Jeff when they are about take turns at the dig face or in the
shaft. All in all there is plenty to keep everyone occupied. It’s
back to the vehicles at 10-10:30pm and off to the Wanted Inn
for the post dig planning session. These are loyally attended
by all of the digging team, some of which make the meetings
even if they haven’t been able to join the digging. With a
good selection of fine ales and generous opening hours to
assist these sessions they have been known to go well into the
small hours – such is the commitment of the digging team.

At the time it was hoped that by offsetting the shaft, and using
the chamber floor meant that we could capitalise on the extra
4m of depth the cavity had provided. However, after a fairly
small number of digging sessions in the floor of the chamber,
it became obvious that the problems created by having an
offset in the shaft were becoming a real pain in the butt. Not
the least of which it required an extra digger in the shaft, and
to add insult to injury, without a major construction effort, the
kibble could not be stopped from snagging and in doing so
disgorging some of its contents (rocks and mud) onto kibblefiller(s) below. Eventually the chamber was abandoned and
the dig focused digging the main shaft downwards in order to
maintain a straight haul for the kibble. Digging and copious
shoring thereafter continued vertically down at a reasonable
rate - until a voluminous boulder barred the way.
This was quickly disposed of with the help of Murray Knapp,
who came up from the Mendips armed with a ‘technology’
that in Derbyshire cavers can only speak of with hushed voices
and suitably adjusted the boulder. Unfortunately just below
this boulder was another even larger one several times the size
of the first one. This obstacle totally filled the bottom of the
dig and could be seen to be holding up all sides of the dig
above it. Therefore the solution applied to the first boulder
was clearly not viable and it wasn’t hard to make the decision

With the dig being against the NW wall of the shakehole and
the remaining three sides of the dug shaft being rocks and
boulders the dig has required copious amounts of scaffold,
boarding and equipment to support the digging. As the
material and equipment demand increased, the effort required
in carrying items down into Bull Pit required a re-think and
from a tree at the edge of the eastern lip of the shakehole to the
edge of the dig a zip wire was installed. With a steep 70
degree incline it enables heavy loads to be transported directly
8

to leave it in-situ and dig around it, but by doing so meant
there was now a 1.2m deviation from the vertical in the line of
the shaft. Fortunately this has given us far less problems than
that created by the deviation into the chamber.
Dropping the shaft to its present position has not been easy;
where the fill was not semi-liquid mud it was instead large
boulders, requiring a 14lb hammer (6.35kgs to the younger
readers) or Hilti capping to render them haulable. Rarely do
we have any boulders that are handy and kibble sized. To add
to the entertainment we have also had to contend with a piece
of rock about the size of a foot-stool (again for the younger
readers that’s 3 to 4 slabs of beer or lager in size) which
appeared, thankfully in between digging sessions, next to the
top of the shaft. Realising that this had separated from the
base of a very much larger boulder situated on the north wall
of the shakehole, which offered the potential to topple over
and land exactly where the winch operator and their assistant
stand (usually Bob and myself), a few digging sessions were
spent encouraging it to stay put with 3 steel cables strung
between large through-bolts placed in the main shakehole
walls.
Nearly all of the time we have been working on Bull Pit we
have had a cold draught blowing upwards into our faces;
sometimes weak, sometimes strong, and on only two
occasions reversing and going into the dig. One optimistic
theory put forward for this suggests fast flowing water, or
maybe a waterfall forcing the air to flow one way.
By the middle to latter part of 2017 the dig was about 24m
(78ft) below the shaft top. Ongoing digging extended the dig
downwards by a further 3m to a depth of 26/27m at the end of
August 2018. In 2019 the depth was extended again by a
further 7m to reach 34m in December 2019 and when COVID
stopped digging in March 2020 the dig shaft had reached a
depth of some 35/36m. This put the shaft bottom at around
57m (187ft) below the level of the surrounding fields, and
approximately 29/30m (95ft) above the sump 9 area of in P8
and into an area/horizon where open passage has already been
found (such a Bens dig).
Things were progressing well until COVID-19 arrived and the
associated lockdown rather limited the opportunity to dig and
completely stifled the post dig planning sessions in the
Wanted. However, we kept an open mind and with the
lockdown lifted there were plans to recommence the digging
and post dig planning in a socially distanced mode. Just as we
were about to re-start in mid-August of this year
R J Production, filming something in Eldon Quarry, set up an
advance base (or something) in the field adjacent to Bull Pit,
complete with round the clock security guards!!. Although the
security were friendly we felt it was better to stay away until
the filming had finished. All being well COVID will stabilise
and we will be back at it, albeit having to change by the
roadside in the wintery evenings and more significantly seeing
our post dig planning venue become a farm shop. Hey ho,
here’s to a brighter future and the inevitable underground
rewards that await us.
Future prospects – are we getting covered in mud
and drinking beer to no avail?
As with most digs it difficult answer this question definitively,
but as with most digs many ideas and theories abound. Bull
Pit has been formed on an almost vertical mineral vein or scrin
with an approximate north-south orientation. A hundred yards

north from the tip of Bull Pit, the vein shows itself again in the
form of a small rocky outcrop. Extrapolating in a northerly
direction from these two points, and assuming the vein is
travelling in a straight line will give a position just west of P6
on the shale-limestone unconformity.
This line crosses cave-barren land, but the land is known to
carry underground waters collected from Sheepwash, Gautries
Hole, P4 and P5, so it would not be too fanciful to imagine the
Bull Pit Vein intersecting these passages. The recent
discoveries found in Gautries Hole indicate that some of these
passages can be quite large and possibly phreatic in nature. In
the meantime a lot more excavating will need to done and a
meaningful breakthrough will be quite a way off.
On the south side of Bull Pit, halfway down the scree slope
and adjacent to the old 20’ long mined trial level, a strong
draught issues from the rocks. This was noted by Dave
“Moose” Nixon and Tim Horne during their New Year’s Day
visit in 2010 where they mention its closeness to the final
sumps in P8, but felt that the proximity of Perryfoot lead rake,
containing Cockshead mine and others and which is only a
hundred yards away, was more significant.
Adjacent to Bull Pit on the southwestern side are mine tips
spread over a large area, with no obvious mine shafts. The
distribution of these heaps is not linear, as would be expected
should the miners have worked a rake or vein. They seem to
give the appearance of horizontal mining of flat ore bodies in
tubes, but at the moment no paperwork can be found regarding
their history or function. Obviously the south side of Bull Pit
seems to be very complex in its connections, so the origin of
the south scree draught can only be guesswork at this time.
As noted earlier various bone specimens have been found at
depths of; 11m, 20m, 22m, 25m and 29m in the dig. With
support for Andrew Chamberlain (University of Manchester)
these have been identified as: Red Deer, Roe Deer, Cattle,
Horse, Wolf, Dog, Pig and some adult human remains. An
article penned by Andrew on this subject is shortly to be
published in a forthcoming edition of the UBSS bulletin [see
page 14].
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DORM IMPROVEMENTS

Members’ Dorm (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)

Visitors’ Dorm (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)
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KITCHEN IMPROVEMENTS

Crockery cupboard just outside kitchen (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)

Cleared surfaces and mug hooks (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)
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KITCHEN IMPROVEMENTS

New fridges (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)

New stainless steel surface (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)
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NEW FIRE GRATE

Fire grate, rescued from Rod Adams’ cellar

Fire grate in situ (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)
The old and new grates made by Paul Thorne
(Photo: Pete Wagstaff)
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BULL PIT OSTEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 2020
Radiocarbon Dating of Vertebrate Remains from Bull Pit, Perryfoot, Derbyshire
Andrew T Chamberlain1, Ed Mason2 and Nick Williams2
1. Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Manchester
2. Technical Speleological Group, Castleton, Derbyshire
May 2020
Introduction
Bull Pit is a vertical solution rift located in a large shake hole
formed in the Bee Low Limestone at NGR SK 10650 81432
(Figure 1). Bull Pit is currently situated about 300m to the
south of the boundary between the limestone and the outcrop
of the overlying Bowland Shale Formation and it is likely that
the rift was formed by a stream sink before the shale was
eroded and the surface drainage retreated to the north, where it
now feeds a line of active swallets along the shale margin.
The underground streamway from the P8 swallet runs
southwards approximately 200m to the east of Bull Pit (Beck,

2006), though at a considerably greater depth than the current
known lower limit of the Bull Pit rift.
The rift in Bull Pit was filled with unconsolidated colluvial
sediments and has been excavated since 2011 by members of
the Technical Speleological Group (Williams and Mason,
2017). The purpose of this report is to highlight some aspects
of the extensive collection of faunal remains recovered from
the excavation and to present the results of radiocarbon dating
and their implications for understanding the history of
deposition of the cave sediments.

Osteological Analysis
Faunal and human remains including bones, teeth and antlers
were recovered from the TSG dig from 2017 to 2020 at depths
of between 10m and 35m below the top of the rift. Due to the
restricted digging conditions the recording of the exact
locations of individual finds was not possible, but the
stratigraphic levels from which most of the groups of bones
were recovered were noted and their depths calculated from a
reference datum at the top of the excavated shaft. A
proportion of the assemblage was recovered from the spoil
dumps outside the cave and for these remains the level within
the deposit was not recorded.
DEPTH (metres)

Cervus * Bos
(Red deer) (Cattle)

Equus
(Horse)

Specimens were identified using a reference skeletal collection
at the University of Manchester.
All cranial remains
(including teeth as well as the 1st and 2nd cervical vertebrae)
and the bones of the appendicular skeleton were identified to
species, but non-diagnostic specimens such as other vertebrae,
ribs and small bone fragments were left unidentified. The
numbers of identified specimens (NISP) of the principal
species recovered are listed in Table 1.

Capreolus
(Roe deer)

Canis
(Dog)

C. lupus Vulpes
(Wolf)
(Red Fox)

Sus
(Pig)

Ovicaprid Homo
(sheep or (Human)
goat)

10.0 – 19.9

11

9

14

5

0

1

0

0

0

0

20.0 – 29.9

38

3

3

6

1

8

0

1

0

0

30.0 – 39.9

7

1

6

11

71

0

6

13

3

37

Not recorded

13

22

7

10

19

2

1

1

3

21

Total NISP

69

35

30

32

91

11

7

15

6

58

Table 1: Number of identified specimens (NISP) of the principal species recorded from the Bull Pit assemblage (*totals for Cervus
exclude naturally shed antlers)
Red Deer – This species is represented by 69 identified bones
and teeth from a minimum of five individuals as well as
numerous fragments of naturally shed antlers, making it the
most common wild species represented in the Bull Pit
assemblage. The remains were found throughout the deposit
but were more frequent in the upper and middle levels (Table
1). There is no evidence for post-mortem modification such as
cutmarks, burning or gnawing visible on the red deer remains,
apart from a single cranial fragment with the pedicle (base) of

an antler which shows several chopping and sawing marks
from removing the antler.
Cattle, Horse, Roe Deer, Pig and Ovicaprids – Remains of
both adult and juvenile animals of these species were found.
None of these bones showed any evidence of post-mortem
modification. Cattle and horse were more frequent in the
upper levels, and several of the specimens from these species
can be re-articulated as belonging to the same individual
animal, so they may represent the remains of animals that had
fallen by accident into the rift, alternatively they could be from
14

carcasses of fallen stock that had been deliberately disposed of
at the site.
Carnivores – The majority of the canid remains are attributed
to domestic dog (Canis familiaris). A few of the canid
remains are of a sufficiently large size to be attributed to the
wolf (Canis lupus) which is represented in this assemblage by
a minimum of two individuals. The different canid species
were also stratigraphically distinct, with the wolf remains
being found in the middle levels whereas the dog remains
were recovered from the lower levels (at the same levels as the
human remains). A small number of bones of the red fox
(Vulpes vulpes) were recovered from the lower levels of the
deposit.
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Human remains – fragmentary disarticulated remains of a
minimum of two adult male skeletons were recovered from the
lowest 5 metres of the excavated deposits.
Radiocarbon dates and stable isotope analysis
Radiocarbon dates on four animal bones and one human bone
were obtained (Table 2). The radiocarbon dates were run in
separate laboratories at the Centre for Isotope Research,
University of Groningen, at ETH Zürich in Switzerland and at
the Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre,
Glasgow, U.K.
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Laboratory
Number

Sample and depth

δ C (‰)

δ N (‰)

C:N ratio

Radiocarbon
Age (BP)

Calibrated Date
(95% probability)

GrM-17239

BP18-016*.
Right
femur of Capreolus,
20 metres depth.

−21.1

+4.6

3.2

515 ± 20

AD 1405–1440

ETH-94748

BP18-039.
Right
metacarpal of Cervus,
23 meters depth

−21.8

+3.5

3.3

743 ± 22

AD 1255–1285

GrM-17240

BP18-056*.
Right
femur of Capreolus,
23 meters depth

−22.2

+4.0

3.2

820 ± 20

AD 1170–1265

ETH-94749

BP18-058. Left radius
of Canis lupus,
27 metres depth

−20.2

+8.9

3.3

1145 ± 22

AD 775–950

SUERC-90243

BP19-150. Left femur
of Homo sapiens, 32
metres depth.

−20.0

+11.7

3.3

1868 ± 21

AD 80–218

Table 2: Radiocarbon dates and stable isotope determinations on bones from Bull Pit.
Calibrated dates are given as the 95% confidence interval (2σ range).

The radiocarbon dating laboratories also provided the levels of
the stable isotopes of carbon (δ13C) and nitrogen (δ15N) in the
bone collagen, which can be used to interpret the diet and
trophic level of the animals. The specimens of Canis lupus
and Homo sapiens have δ13C and δ15N levels that are
considerably higher than the corresponding values for the red
deer and roe deer specimens. These data are consistent with
the expected trophic enrichment in wolves and humans due to
the contributions of animal-sourced proteins in their diets.

(upper deposits) during the estimated 1200 years during which
the deposits between 30m and 20m depth were accumulating
(see Figure 2). The rate of fill in the lower part of the Bull Pit
deposit is comparable with natural fill rates determined for
some other dated vertical shaft fills, including Charterhouse
Warren Farm Swallet where the upper fill of the entrance shaft
accumulated at 5mm per year (Levitan and Smart, 1990) and
at Tyning’s Great Swallet where the sediments also had an
estimated average deposition rate of 5mm per year (Mullan
and Boycott, 2004; Mullan, 2006). It is likely that fill rates of
karstic depressions are influenced by a range of factors
including local topography, rates of sediment flux, alluvial
reworking and compaction of deeper deposits amongst others.

Deposition History
The dates were obtained on bones from different depths in the
fill of the Bull Pit shaft and they demonstrate a consistent
pattern, with older dates occurring on bones from deeper
levels within the shaft fill (Figure 2). The human bone from
the deepest level that was sampled (32m) dates to the 1st or 2nd
centuries AD. The sample of wolf (Canis lupus) from a level
5 metres higher in the deposit dates to the 8th or 9th centuries
AD, whereas the deer bones from higher levels in the
stratigraphic sequence date to the 12th through to the 15th
centuries AD. Assuming continuous accumulation of the
deposit the relationship between date and depth implies that
the sedimentary fill in Bull Pit accumulated at an average rate
of between 7mm per year (lower deposits) and 17mm per year

Discussion
Skeletal remains of both red deer and roe deer have been
found in many Peak District caves and although these species
are not frequently observed in that region in the present day
deer were common and widespread in the Peak District during
the prehistoric and early historic periods. One of the
specimens of red deer from Bull Pit showed signs of having
been cut with a saw, therefore it was conjectured that some of
the Bull Pit material might date to the historical time period.
The medieval date of the deer bones was confirmed by the
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radiocarbon dating which indicates that the bones of these
animals were being deposited in the rift over an extended
period of time between about AD 1150 and AD 1450. Bull Pit
is located near the centre of the former King’s Forest of the
High Peak, and the population of deer was substantial in this
area up to the middle of the 17th century, when High Peak was
finally disafforested (Kirke, 1867; Cox, 1905).
The wolf dates to the Anglo-Saxon period and thus before the
formal recognition of the High Peak as a Royal Forest.
Wolves were common in Derbyshire in the Middle Ages, as
shown by records of payments to wolf trappers as well as from
copious place name evidence (Aybes and Yalden, 1995). This
predator, whose remains have been found in at least fourteen
caves in the Peak District, probably continued to be present in
the region up to about AD 1500.
The almost complete absence of butchery marks or other postmortem modifications such as carnivore gnawing on the bones

from Bull Pit, together with evidence that multiple bones
belonging to the same animals are present in the assemblage,
indicates that complete carcasses either accidentally fell or
were deliberately deposited into the rift during the periods
when the sediments were accumulating. The large number of
shed antlers may indicate that there was deliberate collection
and deposition of antlers at the site. Deer stags shed their
antlers throughout their territories, so it would be relatively
unusual for many antlers to accumulate naturally at a single
location.
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Figure 1: Location of Bull Pit in relation to the margin of the Bowland Shale Formation (dashed line)
and the nearby swallet caves distributed along the shale/limestone boundary.
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Figure 2: Distribution of calibrated radiocarbon dates related to depth measured from the top of the shaft. Markers indicate the
95% confidence limits on the dates (see Table 2). The continuous line is a second order polynomial fitted to the data and
extrapolated forwards to the present day.

Wolf Skull from Bull Pit (Photo: Simon Brooks)
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MORE FROM THE COTTAGE WARDEN
Repairs to the Cottage Chimney

Dormitory windows and emergency ladder

The chimney stack was repointed over three days using Ken’s
roof crawling ladder (kindly sold to the club for only £25 – a
bargain!), which allowed quick access to the roof. We
couldn’t replace the broken tiles as the broken one was larger
than any of the spares we have at the club. Hopefully we have
stopped the water running down the wall in the library. We
also wired around each chimney pot, just in case the vertical
crack in each chimney pot grew.
Thanks to Kenny and Paul for participating in this ‘fun’.
NB: Do not use the ladder at this angle from the ground, so
Kenny says.
Pete Wagstaff

The hinges have been moved on the dormitory windows to the
vertical left-hand position from the previous top horizontal.
This now gives a clearer emergency access to the ladder.
Please remember to let go of the window handle when opening
all the way as you have to reach out over the opening. The
ladder is stored on the window sill and does stop you leaning
out too far.
Pete Wagstaff

QUIET WOMAN, EARL STERNDALE
More sad news from Mick Chambers, who contacted me just before the last newsletter went out to let me know that Ken, the
landlord of the Quiet Woman passed away in late August 2020.

VISIT TO THE LAKE DISTRICT – SEPTEMBER 2020
After cancelling three holidays early in the year, Paul and I
decided to make the most of the post summer holiday period
and visit Borrowdale in the Lake District. I had a dodgy hip,
which had been playing up since the previous summer when I
overdid it on a French mountain and we were planning to
avoid people like the plague (lol!), so we thought we would do
some slightly shorter and lower level walks than we’ve done
in the past.
We hadn’t been away all year due to the fact that I had been
shielding since March, so it was with some trepidation that we
booked our place on the campsite from Monday to Friday –
deliberately avoiding busy weekends - assured that although
the site was open, numbers were restricted and tents and
camper vans would be widely spaced throughout the site.
The afternoon we arrived Richard, the farmer who owns the
field, commented that we had brought the weather with us as it
had been raining constantly for the previous three weeks.
Well I had booked it!

Tuesday, 15 September - Rosthwaite Fell
Our route started through the farmyard next to the campsite
and through Stonethwaite heading towards Langstrath Dale.
We followed the track that runs into the Stonethwaite campsite
– closed at the time due to the muppetry of people who would
insist on not following the campsite owners’ rules to keep
other campers safe from COVID-19. But before we reached
the campsite, we turned off the track to the right through a
small gate and began the steep climb up stone steps through a
notch in the crags above us known as Little Stanger Gill,
where a stream runs off the fells and drops down to join the
Stonethwaite Beck.
It was already warming up with clear skies and wall to wall
sunshine, but it was lovely and cool and shady in the trees on
the north-facing side of Rosthwaite Fell. The last pull out onto
the open fells was a tiny sheep track that scrambled over crags
and wound its way around to a stile.
Shortly after emerging onto the fell we decided it was
probably lunch time and found a spot on some boulders by the
stream, as the ground in the area was completely waterlogged.
Turning west we followed the stream as far as we could and
skirted around higher crags to the south, turning south along
their western edge. As the path began to drop away we could
see Tarn at Leaves below, so we scrambled up on our left onto
Bessyboot. Having explored the top and taken copious photos
of the stunning views we dropped off to the north a short way
to find a spot to sit and admire the views while having a snack
and another drink.

Monday, 14 September
On our way into the Lakes we stopped off in Keswick, our
normal route when staying the area. It was terrifying,
especially as it was the first time we’d been in a town centre
for six months!
Not only were folk wandering around with no masks on, but
they clearly had no idea how big a distance 2m is. In the end
we got some sandwiches from Greggs, ate them standing in a
quiet corner and escaped out into the countryside.
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Eventually we moved on and dropped back to the path and on
down to the tarn briefly. Our original plan had been to also
visit Rosthwaite Fell itself, but we decided that we had done
enough for the day and followed a small path on a right of way
that begins at the tarn and follows Rottenstone Gill, before
veering down to the northwest. It was steep and the path
indistinct so we didn’t drop sufficiently quickly and after
meeting another stream dropped 100m or more to pick up the
path that we could now see below us.
Once through the gate off the fell, it was about 1km back to
the campsite. Not a long walk, but very enjoyable.
Distance: 5 miles maybe

Asphodel, Harebells, a type of St John’s Wort, and the odd
Foxglove. Very pretty.
As we approached Ashness Bridge, it dawned on me that the
path we were following wasn’t going to drop down to the
Bridge itself, it continued to contour along the side of the
valley. A short way further on, I spotted a path dropping
down and we followed this emerging just down the road from
the Bridge.
From there we had a gentle wander back to the car park,
jumping into the undergrowth periodically to avoid the traffic
on the surprisingly busy lane.
Distance: About 6 miles

Wednesday, 16 September – High Seat &
Bleaberry Fell

Thursday, 17 September - Sour Milk Gill
After a couple of nights of rather rubbish sleep due to my
dodgy hip and aching back – which was feeling left out so
decided to join the fray – I was feeling pretty knackered.
Paul had been perusing the map and one of Wainwright’s
guides the night before and suggested that we take a gentle
stroll up the valley through Seathwaite Farm and climb up
Sour Milk Gill into the valley and then on up to Base Brown.
We walked a short way along the road to a lane opposite
Mountain View, which we followed to a footpath that leads
along the side of the valley to Seathwaite Farm. As we
walked a green and white helicopter was buzzing around.
We’d seen it the day before and it was really annoying.
We’d seen an ambulance heading up the valley just before we
left the campsite and two MR (Mountain Rescue) vehicles
after that. Having crossed through the farmyard we found the
ambulance just beyond the farm and the MR vehicles and
helicopter in the field near the river bridge.
I staggered across the bridge and left Paul taking photos and
began to plod up the lower section to the a strange stile. It
lays at barely 45° to the wall and along one side. At the top
you cross the wall and continue down a shorter section of
ladder on the far side at the same odd angle. It’s awkward to
walk up and just as awkward to use hands and knees so you
have to be careful.
Almost as soon as I started to move uphill my legs felt better
and I plodded up and over the stile and waited for Paul to
catch up. From there it was very slow. We stopped briefly
below the main waterfall and then continued out onto the top,
just in time to see the helicopter come in and pick up a
stretcher and the MR team begin to descend down the hill. It
turned out that a chap had fallen about 50m off the northern
end of Base Brown and he was pretty broken.
Having reached the top of the path we wandered on across
grassy banks to the stream, where we stopped to eat and enjoy
the glorious sunshine and the views. I had a paddle in the
stream, which was wonderfully cool and clear and then we
trundled back down the path again and re-traced our route to
the campsite.
Distance: 5 miles, surprisingly.

After a disorganised start, we parked up in the small car park
just up the lane that leads up to Ashness Bridge. Having no
rolls for our sausage butties, we had had a very brief trip to
Booths in Keswick and Paul cooked up the sausages in the car
park so we could have our butties before beginning the slow
walk up the lane to Ashness Bridge itself.
We joined a path that follows the Barrow Beck and climbs up
above Ashness Gill. There is a right of way marked on the
map that followed the bottom of the valley right by the water
and it may well be possible to follow this, but I suspect it
would be awkward walking, followed by a seriously steep
climb up from the bottom of the waterfalls to join the proper
path.
We followed the obvious path however, and this wends its
way up the hillside and across to the top of the waterfall,
before turning up the side of the continuing valley and up onto
Dodd, not a particularly exciting summit, but the views to the
north over Derwent Water were pretty impressive.
Continuing, we followed a half decent path through pretty
boggy ground across the fell to High Seat, the highest point in
the area at 608m, where we had a brief stop, climbing over a
stile in the fence line in an attempt to find a spot out of the
stiff breeze. It had been quite sunny earlier in the day but by
the time we reached Dodd it was overcast and that breeze was
chilly.
Most of the section between there and Bleaberry Fell was bog;
not particularly deep bog, just very messy in places. We had
another stop on Bleaberry Fell (590m) before the long slow
downhill stretch. The previous time we’d walked in this area
we’d come in the opposite direction and I’d run out of steam at
a sheepfold half way up this track. Paul continued up to the
top of Bleaberry Fell while I drank my hot chocolate and dug a
broken tent out of the dry stone wall of the sheepfold that
someone had abandoned. Making space in my rucksack, I
took it away and disposed of it later. I often collect rubbish
when we’re out walking, but this year I haven’t because I
worry about what I might catch from it (probably paranoid,
but then I reason to be). Given that there’s been more litter
than ever this year, it makes me sad that I don’t feel I can this
anymore, but there it is.
We passed the sheepfold and a few hundred metres on spotted
a tiny path that cut the corner around the side of the hill to pick
up the route we wanted to take back towards Ashness Bridge.
There was a wealth of wild flowers along this path and we
spotted Grass of Parnassus, Devil’s Bit Scabious, Bog

Further info re the rescue...
If anyone is interested, Keswick Mountain Rescue Team
posted information regarding this rescue on their Facebook
page:
Incident Number: 65
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largely featureless and the route wasn’t that easy to follow
with some boggy sections closer to the very top.

Friday, 18 September – High Tove
Our last day in the Lakes and yet again the sun was shining,
we really were lucky.

We passed through a small gate to the summit. I’d intended to
take a 365° photo on my phone, but having waited for a couple
of minutes the top was suddenly crawling with people. Very
bad planning. The sky was beginning to cloud up, so once
we’d had a snack, we headed back down to the car and long
drive back to the Peak District.

We had a leisurely breakfast, dropped the tent and packed the
car and I drove us down the valley towards Keswick, turning
off alongside Derwent Water up to Watendlath. There’s a
small National Trust car park in the village and we parked
there.

Distance: 2 miles

Our walk started on a footpath just outside the car park,
crossed the stream and started up the initially steep and paved
bridleway up onto the moor. Once above the walls it was

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
Feeling nostalgic for some Yorkshire caving, which seems an awfully long time ago, I’ve picked out a trip report from more
than 16 years ago. For those of you who don’t remember Lesley, she was a lovely young Chinese woman who worked as an
engineer at Rolls Royce with Pete Wagstaff and a regular on away trips when Keith and I joined the club in early 2004.
I distinctly remember this trip as it was only my fourth SRT trip and I distinctly remember getting completely hung up on
that last deviation and flailing around for some time until I’d worked out how to get past it!

Alum/Diccan Exchange – 16 May 2004
A bright and sunny Sunday morning at the YSS. Mark Silo
and Mike Child had joined us in the middle of the night
making us a group of 8. After a week of sunshine and no
showers, an Alum/Diccan Exchange had been mentioned the
previous night in the pub as it is normally only done after a
dry spell. Everyone agreed and in an attempt not to repeat the
late start of Saturday, ropes were packed in a fast (for
Orpheus) manner and off we trundled to the lay-by near Alum.
Pete, parking too close to the stone wall somehow got a bit of
the driver’s door trapped underneath a rock and put this down
to the car tipping to his side when I got out – I could read
deeply into that and get offended!
Chris Boardman, Keith and Karen Slatcher, Mark and Mike
set off to descend Diccan whilst Pete Wag, Paul Lydon and
myself lounged in the sun. I walked to Selside Farm twice to
pay the fees and both times a rather dead mouse lay on the
doorstep, deliberately spooking me out. Eventually the 3 of us
Alum goers walked up in the sweltering heat. With the mist
rising from the hole and sunlight filtering through the trees,
rainbow coloured patches of light made the entrance an
impressive sight.
With a back-up belay round a huge tree trunk, Pete rigged and
soon disappeared from view. Paul had hurt his knee crawling
around Swinsto the day before and the combination of this and
the warmth of the sun convinced him to stay above ground
rather than enter the 100m depths of Alum. Rather enviously I
descended to a short ledge for an easy rebelay before a drop
(controlled of course) down the main pitch. This was
followed by lamp on for a short pitch. A dry route avoiding a
small waterfall and that was it! The end! Alum Pot, which I
had heard so much about was a descent, a rusty wagon type
thing and a sump! Disappointment! Luckily Diccan was to
compensate for this.
The last pitch of Diccan comes down into the main chamber
with a deviation to avoid the water (not flowing much at the

time due to the dry weather). So Pete and I sat in the ark for a
while to await the others. Soon flickers of light appeared at
the top of the pitch and the active shadow of Chris appeared,
rigging, swinging out trying to catch the tat for a rebelay.
Missed... swing again... got it... damn didn’t clip it in time.
Chris, did you rig one bit by bridging upside down?! Top
marks for style for your impressive shadow!
One by one the group descended, stopping go get past one
hard-looking deviation, either by brute force or careful
thinking and use of jammers. I was cold by then and despite
the Mars Bar and flapjacks I ate, they didn’t warm me up. So
when the last man was down, off I prusiked worrying myself
about all the deviations (bad memories of JH). However, 2
deviations and 1 rebelay later (something like that) I was at the
top of the spectacular 4th pitch with a traverse that took me
out of the beehive-shaped cavern.
I waited for Pete to arrive and dashed through the water to
start up pitch 3. Chris had offered to come back up Diccan to
help carry tackle so we waited around to help Pete, but all the
pitches had a traverse at the top so hauling the rope bags had
to be done by the last person. All we could do was take the
bags over the 3m traverses! Pitch 2, a long pitch. Where
possible I would try to touch the rock as it had such a nice
solid ‘hug a rock’ feel about it, lots of small flakes providing
plenty of handholds and wellyholds. The last pitch was short
and with a tackle bag each we had a short crawl in a low
stooping passage for 5 minutes before emerging into the
sunlight.
Fantastic hole!
TUG: 4½ hours – Diccan to Alum: Keith Slatcher,
Karen Slatcher, Mark Silo & Mike Child.
Diccan both ways: Chris Boardman
Alum to Diccan: Pete Wagstaff & Lesley Yuen
Sunbathing: Paul Lydon
Lesley Yuen
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FROM THE LOG BOOK
Orpheus members made us feel really welcome. Thank you.
TG, DM, Dext  Cleaned kitchen.

THORS CAVE, MANIFOLD VALLEY
Sunday, 8 December 2019
We met our Romanian friends Oviiu and Mihaela with their
two young girls, Iris and Sinziana at the Jug & Glass. I hadn’t
seen them for thirteen years and they have not been much in
the Peak District, so Simon decided to go for a short walk in
the Manifold Valley. The weather was remarkably bright for
the time of the year. Being with Isabella-Adora, our 7-month
year old daughter and Sinziana (7) and Iris (10) the walk to
Thor’s Cave was ideal. We came back to Orpheus Cottage
around 2pm and enjoyed a nice afternoon around the fireplace,
having a British-Romanian traditional meal.
Oana Aracbula
& Simon Brooks

HUT CLOSED
Saturday, 21 March 2020
First visit after hut closed for duration of COVID-19. Put
order of service from Hubert’s funeral on notice board.
Checked everything OK and have taken key out of key safe
after changing the code.
Taking Log Book away to scan and will return on next visit.
Jenny Potts

SHORT VISIT

LATHKILL HEAD

Monday, 17 August 2020
Moved the lawn watching heavy showers over to the
southwest, light shower late afternoon.
Evening stroll on the Tissington trail to Hartington signal box.

Sunday, 19 January 2020
After a good night, although the barrel only lasted till 10pm, a
quick trip down Lathkill Dale. Tim remembered everything to
rig the cave and follow the route down to the River Lathkill.
Downstream side was top of the boulders and upstream closed
off to roof at the left corner. Soon out and back to the club for
Simon’s birthday leftovers.
TUG: 2½ hours
Pete Wag & Tim Hollin

Tuesday, 18 August 2020
Dovedale walk today. Parked at Milldale. Walked out of the
valley towards Stanshope, picking the Ilam Moor Lane just
south of Damsgate Farm for about half a mile. Left the road to
pick up a path contouring the side of Bunster Hill, then
descended to the Izaak Walton Hotel. Return to Milldale
along Dove Dale. Very busy with families and dog walkers as
far as the stepping stones, less busy beyond that. A quick look
at Reynard’s cave and Dove Holes along the way.
17°C, mainly sunny, with showers for the last 1½ miles to
Milldale. 6 miles.

PEAK CAVERN
Sunday, 26 January 2020
Quick trip up Victoria Aven, a good trip that involves no
paddling in water or crawling.
Ascending soon after Buxton Water Inlet with only a top
chamber that allowed walking. Well rigged and bolted up a
total of 80m over lots of flow stone. It feels like this is near
the surface when you reach the top chamber (we roughly
estimated 35m below).
Tried to swing across to the left hand route on the way down,
but too exposed. Out before 1pm.
TUG: 3 hours – Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Phil Wall and
Andy Cavill.
Pete Wagstaff

Wednesday, 19 August 2020
Rain forecast for the afternoon, so a morning walk from
Monyash.
Followed the Limestone Way to One Ash Grange Farm, a
large rambling collection of buildings in various states of
repair/disrepair. Interesting design for the pig sties with
horizontal slots in the wall to allow filling of the feed troughs,
also a nativity scene set in what may have been an old ice
house.
It started to rain as we descended into Cales Dale and
continued for most of the way back via Lathkill Dale. Stopped
briefly in the shelter of the entrance to Lathkill Resurgence
Cave.
15°C overcast and later light rain. 4½ miles.

KITCHEN FLOOR
Thursday, 30 January 2020
Cleaned kitchen floor, as promised.
Boo Webster

Thursday, 20 August 2020
Chee Dale valley today. Start at Wormhill, path down to the
Wye, crossed by the footbridge and up to Blackwell Hall
Farm. Crossed the B6049 and continued uphill to join Long
Lane and the Limestone Way. Down into Millers Dale to pick
up the river path to Chee Dale. Once back at the footbridge,
returned to Wormhill.
Lovely walk in glorious weather to finish our few days’
staying at the cottage.
19°C sunny, some high cloud.
June & Phil Wall

OLD ROPE
Saturday, 14 March 2020
Left 3 ropes under the eaves for digging (out of date SRT
ropes, not OCC).
Paul Lydon

TVGG
Saturday, 14 March 2020
Visit from TVGG guys, had a class time. Visited Owl Hole,
then went over to Water Icicle – really enjoyed the trips.
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2020
The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Chairman: Jenny Potts

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings:

chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Karen Slatcher

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:

Secretary: Chris Jackson

Jenny Potts

secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:

Treasurer: Tricia Webber

Jenny Potts

treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:

Librarian: Simon Brooks

Paul Lydon

librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Tackle Store Keys held by:

Hut Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Ken Morton, Simon Brooks
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson
& Phil Wall

hutwarden@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher
equipment@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Library Cupboard Keys held by:
Jenny Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Karen Slatcher

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
meets@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:

Committee Members:

Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher

Doug Hobbs:
member1@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
Paul Lydon:
member2@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Clubs with Reciprocal Rights
Mendip Cave Group
Shepton Mallet Caving Club
South Wales Caving Club
Red Rose Cave & Pothole Club

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 55, NO 10-12, OCTOBER-DECEMBER 2020
Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-ups and I
imagine you’ll get heartily sick of those!), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your article
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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REPAIRS TO THE COTTAGE CHIMNEY

Pete Wagstaff on the roof repairing the chimney stack

Yellowhammer (Photo: Phil Wall)
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DORMITORY SAFETY

Dormitory window with window now opening at the side instead of from above (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)

Escape ladder from first floor dormitory window (Photo: Pete Wagstaff)
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